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ABSTRACT 
Systolic arrays have become established in principle, if not yet in practice, as a 
way of increasing computational speed for problems in linear algebra, such as 
computing eigenvalues, by exploiting low-level parallelism. Any systolic device that is 
actually implemented in silicon will necessarily have an upper limit on the size of 
problem it can solve. In this paper we consider the questions of whether such a 
systolic device for symmetric eigenvalue problems can be used to solve larger 
problems, and if so, whether such use would place any constraints on the design of the 
underlying systolic array. We will see that the answer to both questions is yes, 
although the restrictions on the systolic array are mild. Our approach is to partition a 
large matrix into blocks that are small enough to be processed by the systolic device, 
and a Jacobi-like process is then carried out at the block level. If multiple copies of the 
systolic device are available, then this block Jacobi process can itself be implemented 
with a higher-level parallelism. To make any progress it is necessary to reorder the 
matrix between calls to the systolic arrays. We consider several possible reordering 
strategies. 
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1. JACOBI ALGORITHMS 
In Jacobi algorithms for computing the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, 
individual off-diagonal elements are repeatedly annihilated using plane rota- 
tions until the off-diagonal mass is reduced below some convergence toler- 
ance. There are numerous possible strategies with regard to the order in 
which the sequence of annihilations occurs (see [7] for a general discussion of 
Jacobi algorithms; other specific references are cited below.): 
(1) The classic Jacobi algorithm annihilates the largest off-diagonal ele- 
ment (in absolute value) at each step. Such algorithms, in which the annihila- 
tion sequence depends on the size of the elements, will be referred to as 
pivoting algorithms. 
(2) Cyclic Jacobi algorithms annihilate the elements in a fixed order, 
usually by rows or by columns. 
(3) Quasicyclic Jacobi algorithms allow some elements to be annihilated 
more often than others. The quasiperiod is the maximum number of steps 
between annihilations of any given element [4]. 
(4) The threshold cyclic Jacobi algorithm omits annihilations of elements 
smaller than a threshold. The threshold is occasionally lowered [8]. 
(5) Restricted Jacobi methods restrict the angle of rotation to be bounded 
near zero, so that some elements may not be completely annihilated [4]. 
It is easy to prove that the classical Jacobi algorithm converges, since the 
sum of squares of the off-diagonal elements decreases by at least a factor of 1/ 
[ n( n - l)] at each step. Similarly, it is easy to prove the convergence of the 
threshold algorithm. In [4] it is shown that the restricted methods converge. It 
is much harder to prove that the cyclic Jacobi algorithm converges. The 
difficulty is in proving that it is impossible for a large off-diagonal to move 
around ahead of the annihilation sweep while only tiny elements are annihi- 
lated. In [3] it is proved that the standard cyclic algorithms converge provided 
that the angles of rotation are restricted to be no greater than n/4 in 
magnitude. Experience indicates that all cyclic and quasicyclic algorithms 
(with restricted angle of rotation) converge regardless of ordering. In all 
Jacobi algorithms the convergence is asymptotically quadratic. 
There is a natural parallelism in the Jacobi algorithm. Each plane rotation 
affects only two rows and two columns. The effect of the rotation on each 
element of these rows and columns can be computed in parallel. Furthermore, 
several annihilations can be done in parallel, provided that the annihilation 
order is chosen carefully. If { i, j, k, 2 } are distinct integers, then a i j and a kl 
can be eliminated in parallel. If n is the dimension of the matrix, then as 
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many as n/2 off-diagonal elements can be eliminated simultaneously. Sameh 
[lo] gave a parallel cyclic algorithm which orders the set of n( n - 1)/2 
off-diagonal elements so that each successive n/2 elements can be annihilated 
simultaneously. With this ordering an entire elimination sweep can be done in 
n - 1 steps. 
This potential parallelism in the Jacobi algorithm has been exploited in the 
development of several systolic algorithms intended for VLSI implementation. 
Sameh’s original parallel algorithm is not easy to implement in VLSI, since it 
involves either annihilating elements which are far from the main diagonal or 
swaping rows (and columns) which are far apart. Brent and Luk [l] modified 
Sameh’s sequence so that only elements adjacent to the main diagonal are 
annihilated, and only nearby rows and columns are swapped. Another al- 
gorithm suitable for VLSI implementation was given by Luk [6]. In both 
versions there are special processors (appearing on the diagonal) which 
compute and apply Jacobi rotations to annihilate off-diagonal elements next to 
the diagonal. Other processors propagate the effect of these rotations to the 
remainder of the matrix. Since the matrix is symmetric, only the upper 
triangle is used. We now sketch these two algorithms in greater detail. 
In Algorithm 1 [l] each diagonal processor is assigned to a particular pair 
of adjacent rows. The first processor has rows 1 and 2, the second processor 
has rows 3 and 4, etc. At each step, each diagonal processor annihilates its 
immediate off-diagonal element (i.e., ai2, aM, . . . ), and then the rows are 
permuted to align new elements for annihilation. Row 1 remains fixed, and 
the other rows are cyclically permuted in the order 
(3,5,7,..., n-l,n,n-2,n-4 ,..., 2) 
As in the standard cyclic Jacobi algorithm, it is necessary to restrict the 
annihilating rotations to small angles (less than 7r/4 in absolute value) to 
ensure convergence. 
In Algorithm 2 [6] no explicit permutation of the rows is needed. Each 
diagonal processor affects three adjacent rows. Processor 1 has rows 1, 2, and 
3, processor 2 has rows 3, 4, and 5, an so on. On odd steps each processor 
annihilates the off-diagonal element between its first two rows, and on even 
steps each processor annihilates the off-diagonal element between its last two 
rows. If n is even, then the last processor is active only on the odd steps. The 
need for explicit permutations is avoided by requiring large angles (greater 
than 7r/4 in absolute value) for each rotation, which in effect performs an 
implicit permutation. Convergence of this algorithm reduces to convergence 
of an algorithm which uses small-angle rotations and an unusual annihilation 
sequence. 
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Monitoring convergence in the usual way by computing the sum of 
squares of the off-diagonal elements is expensive in a systolic environment, 
and so Luk recommends that the algorithms be run for a “safe” number of 
steps to ensure convergence. A constraint on this number of steps will be 
suggested below. 
Currently, neither algorithm has actually been implemented in VLSI, 
since not enough floating-point processors can be put on one chip. This means 
that no timing data are available comparing the two algorithms. Furthermore, 
different algorithms that use these systolic arrays to solve subproblems can be 
compared only on the basis of the number of calls to the systolic array. 
2. BLOCK JACOBI ALGORITHMS 
Any VLSI implementation of the above algorithms will inevitably have an 
upper bound on the size of problem that can be solved directly. Call this 
upper bound k. In the remainder of this paper we discuss block Jacobi 
algorithms which solve problems of size n > k by using systolic arrays to solve 
repeatedly problems of size k. Without the systolic array, these algorithms 
would not be cost effective, since the effort involved in solving a subproblem 
exactly would be wasted when created zeros are filled in at the next step. 
Additionally, systolic arrays would also be required for applying to the 
remainder of the matrix the rotations resulting from the solution of each 
subproblem; otherwise, this propagation process would become a limiting 
factor on processing speed. 
At each step of a block algorithm, k indices (between 1 and n) are chosen 
to form the block that is sent to the systolic array. The generalization of the 
classical Jacobi algorithm would be to choose the indices to maximize the sum 
of squares of the off-diagonal elements to be annihilated. For k > 2, this is a 
hard combinatorial problem. To prove convergence, it is sufficient that the 
largest off-diagonal element of the matrix be included in the block at each 
step. This requires at least one pass through the entire matrix. There remains 
the question of whether it is worth extensive searching to find a good block to 
annihilate. In general, this is the question of how hard an outer iteration 
should work to reduce the number of inner iterations. Since the relative cost 
of searching the matrix and solving a subproblem on a systolic array is 
unknown at present, this question cannot be answered definitively. If k is 
small compared to n, then the cost of solving the subproblem and propagat- 
ing the result to the rest of the matrix is likely to be small compared to the 
cost of searching the entire matrix. This is the same observation that led to the 
abandonment of the original Jacobi algorithm in favor of cyclic algorithms. 
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. 
Jacobi algorithms can be viewed as repeatedly solving 2 X 2 eigenvalue 
problems until the entire problem is solved. Block Jacobi algorithms re- 
peatedly solve larger eigenvalue problems. They differ only in which elements 
are included in the annihilation block at each step. As long as the Jacobi 
algorithm is used to solve the subproblem (and every off-diagonal element is 
occasionally in the block to be annihilated), then the entire algorithm can be 
viewed as a quasicyclic Jacobi algorithm. Unfortunately, although the two 
systolic algorithms use Jacobi rotations, they cannot be viewed as implement- 
ing the Jacobi algorithm, since they may not leave the eigenvalues for the 
subproblem in the same order. In order to implement a quasicyclic Jacobi 
algorithm, the algorithm used to solve the subproblem must produce the same 
ordering as the Jacobi algorithm (i.e., it must not reorder a diagonal matrix). 
This is a generalization of the angle restriction for the basic Jacobi algorithm. 
The following theorems provide design restrictions for systolic arrays that are 
to be used in block Jacobi algorithms. 
THEOREM 1. Algorithm 1 does not reorder a diagonal matrix if the 
number of annihilation steps is a multiple of n - 1. 
Proof. The permutations used in the algorithm form a cycle of length 
n - 1. n 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm 2 does not reorder a diagonal matrix if the 
number of annihilation steps is a multiple of 2n. 
Proof. Two steps of Algorithm 2 cyclically permute the indices in the 
order 
(I,3,5,..., n-l,n,n-2 ,..., 4,2). 
Since this is an n-cycle, 2n steps restore the matrix to its original order. w 
Assuming that the systolic arrays satisfy these termination criteria, it is 
only necessary to arrange the annihilation sequences so that each off-diagonal 
is occasionally contained in a block to be annihilated in order to ensure 
convergence. In addition, it may seem desirable that each pair of indices 
appear together equally often. This problem has been studied extensively by 
statisticians under the title of “balanced incomplete block experimental 
designs” (e.g., [2], [9]). Many incomplete block designs have been tabulated 
for small values of n and k (e.g., [5]), although not all of these are balanced. 
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But in general there is no simple algorithm for generating designs for given n 
and k. Also, there is a significant difference between our context and 
experimental design. Rather than independent replications of an experiment, 
our annihilations are done sequentially, and the order is important. If two 
indices are together in two consecutive steps, then the second step will be 
inefficient, since one of the elements to be annihilated will already be zero. 
Therefore, a balanced incomplete block design for given n and k may be 
difficult to find, and in any case may not yield a good annihilation sequence. 
Our numerical experiments reported below indicate that it is more important 
that an annihilation sequence have a short quasiperiod than that it be 
balanced. 
As with the scalar Jacobi algorithm, the block Jacobi algorithm can also be 
implemented in parallel. As many as [ n/ k 1 blocks can be annihilated in 
parallel, assuming sufficiently many copies of the systolic arrays are available. 
Henceforth, we assume for simplicity that n is a multiple of k; at worst this 
means that the matrix must be padded with k - 1 rows and columns of zeros. 
There remains the problem of determining an effective reordering sequence 
for such a block parallel implementation. 
Both pivoting and cyclic algorithms are possible. Pivoting algorithms 
become more cost effective in the block parallel context, since all of the 
annihilation blocks can be determined with one stage of pivoting. On the 
other hand, performing the pivot search would presumably require a powerful 
host computer in order to avoid a serial bottleneck and keep the systolic 
arrays busy. Two pivoting algorithms will be considered. Neither is optimal 
(that is, neither obtains the maximum possible decrease in the sum of squares 
of the off-diagonal elements), but each requires only one pass through the 
matrix. 
The first algorithm is a kind of partial pivoting. It is tempting simply to 
permute the largest element in the remaining part of each row to be next to 
the diagonal and then solve the diagonal blocks of size k simultaneously. 
Unfortunately, such an algorithm may not converge. The problem is that the 
elements which were permuted in the kth, (2k)th,. . . rows are not part of the 
blocks to be annihilated. In particular, for k = 2 and n = 4 the largest 
element in the second row is not annihilated in the first pass, and unless it is 
permuted to third row by a subsequent permutation in the first row, it will 
never be annihilated at all. For most matrices such a permutation will happen 
eventually, but there exist matrices for which the algorithm does not con- 
verge. In order to guarantee convergence, it is necessary to prevent large 
elements from hiding in the last row of each block. In particular, if the 
(k, k + 1) element is larger than the (1,2) element in the current block, then it 
is sufficient to swap the 1st and (k + 1)th rows (and columns). Other choices 
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are possible, but this puts the (k, k + 1) element into the block to be 
annihilated at the cost of removing only the (1,2) element. None of the other 
large elements chosen for annihilation are disturbed. With this additional 
patch it is clear that the algorithm converges (regardless of any reordering 
generated by the subproblem solutions), since the largest off-diagonal element 
in the entire matrix is annihilated at every step. This pivoting algorithm still 
costs O(n’) comparisons per step and may not be very efficient, since only 
k - 1 elements are known to be large, while a total of k(k - 1)/2 elements 
are annihilated. 
The other pivoting algorithm is a block algorithm in which k2/4 elements 
are chosen to be (collectively) large. Consider the matrix as a block matrix 
with blocks of size k/ 2. Find the largest (in norm) off-diagonal block in the 
first two (block) rows, and permute it to the (1,2) element. Repeat this for 
each pair of (block) rows until all the annihilation blocks are determined. This 
algorithm is inefficient in that (after the first step) nearly half of the elements 
in each annihilation block will already be zero. On the other hand, many more 
elements are brought into the annihilation block by design rather than by 
chance. The searching costs for these two pivoting algorithms are about the 
same. 
Parallel cyclic algorithms are also possible and would seem to be more in 
keeping with an overall systolic approach. An annihilation sequence is now a 
sequence of partitions of the n indices into sets of size k. Statisticians call 
such a sequence a resolvable incomplete block design, where “resolvable” 
refers to the ability to group the sets into partitions. As one might expect, it is 
even more difficult to find a block design satisfying this additional property. 
It is possible to inflate a partition sequence for a particular pair (n, k) into 
a partition sequence for (mn, mk) for any m. This is done by considering the 
matrix of size mn to be a block matrix of size n with blocks of size m. The 
systolic array can then handle a k x k block matrix. The blocks are considered 
indivisible and are permuted according to the partition sequence for (n, k). 
For example, Algorithm 1 yields a partition sequence for k = 2 and any even 
n. It can then be used to generate a partition sequence for any even k. For 
example, the inflated partition sequence for (8,4) obtained from Algorithm 1 
is as follows: 
{1,%3,4} {5,6,7,8} 
{1,%7,8} {3,4,5,6} 
{1,%5,6} {7,8,3,4} 
This partition sequence is not balanced. The indices 1 and 2 are together all 
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three times, while 1 and 3 are together only once. A beter-balanced partition 
sequence is 
{1,2,3,7} {45,6,8} 
{L2>45} {3,6,7,8} 
{1,3,5,6} {2,47,8} 
{1,4,6,7} {2,3,5,8} 
{1,3,48} {2,5,6,7} 
{1,5,7,8} {%X4,6} 
{L%6,8} {3,4>5,7} 
since every pair appears together exactly three times. On the other hand, the 
first sequence has a quasiperiod of 3, whereas the second sequence has a 
quasiperiod of 5, and therefore convergence for the latter is likely to be much 
slower. 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we give the results of several numerical experiments. For 
each of the algorithms a step is defined as one call to the set of systolic arrays. 
All results give the average number of steps needed by the various algorithms 
to converge for randomly generated example problems. Twenty replications 
were done in all experiments. The algorithms used are labeled as follows: 
R: Random partitions. Elements to be annihilated were determined ran- 
domly. This algorithm is not cyclic and has a period only in a probabilis- 
tic sense. 
D: Block designs determined a priori. The particular designs used were 
determined by hand for each experiment. For our purposes, the only 
important detail is the period of each such design. 
B: The block version of Algorithm 1, inflated to match the given value of k. 
PS: The scalar pivoting algorithm. 
PB: The block pivoting algorithm. 
The first experiment investigated the sensitivity of the algorithms to 
matrices of different types. All the matrices had n = 16 and k = 4. Three sets 
of matrices were generated: dense, random sparse (10% nonzeros, randomly 
located), and structured sparse (five nonzero diagonal, not all contiguous). 
The nonzero entries of the matrices were chosen randomly from a uniform 
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TABLE 1 
AVERAGE NUMBEROFSTEPSFOR 
DIFFERENTTYPESOFMATRICES 
Algorithm Dense 
R 57.20 
D 21.35 
B 31.55 
PS 24.50 
PB 28.85 
Random Structured 
Sparse Sparse 
47.70 53.55 
18.50 20.25 
26.15 29.00 
1360 23.75 
21.55 27.25 
distribution on [O,l]. We also tried an exponential distribution, but found it 
made no significant difference in our results. The results are given in Table 1. 
Other than the expectedly poor performance of random partitions, the 
performance of the other algorithms is reasonably uniform over the different 
classes of matrices. The particularly good performance of the scalar pivoting 
algorithm for random sparse matrices appears to be due to its ability to take 
advantage of the many initial zeros that tend to persist throughout the 
computation. The structured sparse matrices, on the other hand, tend to fill in 
quickly and thereafter behave like dense matrices. For out remaining experi- 
ments, only dense matrices were used. 
The next experiment investigated the relative behavior of different annihi- 
lation sequences. All of the matrices had n = 12 and k = 4. Algorithms R, B, 
and three block designs (labeled Dl, D2, and D3) were used. Of these 
designs, Dl and D2 were balanced, while D3 and B were not. The period of 
each design is given in Table 2 along with the computed results. These results 
clearly indicate that the period length is more important than balance in 
determining the effectiveness of a scheme. The random scheme, of course, has 
only a probabilistic period, which is rather large (about 21og n times the 
minimum possible period), and performs especially poorly. 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGENUMBEROFSTEPSFOR 
DIFFERENTANNIHILATIONSEQUENCES 
Algorithm Period Number of steps 
R 37.25 
Dl 6 22.40 
D2 8 28.35 
D3 11 36.20 
B 5 19.55 
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TABLE 3 
AVEIUGENUMBEROFSTEPS 
FORDIFFERENTBLOCKSIZES 
Algorithm k=4 
Dl 64.25 
D2 84.66 
B 80.30 
PS 49.80 
PB 65.85 
k = 16 
11.59 
12.85 
11.35 
The final experiment examined the effect of different block sizes on the 
algorithms. All matrices had n = 32, and both k = 4 and k = 16 were used. 
Algorithms B, PS, and PB were used for both block sizes. For k = 4, an 
unbalanced block design Dl of period 14 and a balanced block design D2 of 
period 22 were used. The results are given in Table 3. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This work can be regarded as a feasibility study of using systolic arrays of 
fixed size to solve the subproblems in a parallel block Jacobi algorithm for 
solving symmetric eigenvalues problems. Our basic conclusion is that such an 
approach is feasible, although many architectural details would have to be 
worked out, particularly those involving data communication among the 
systolic arrays and with the host computer. Systolic arrays would be needed 
not only for solving the small eigenvalue subproblems but also for propagating 
the plane rotations through the remainder of the larger matrix. We have 
established simple termination criteria for the underlying systolic arrays that 
would be easy to implement, yet would significantly enhance their usefulness 
for solving larger problems. 
Another important issue is how to choose an effective block annihilation 
sequence. The poor performance of random partitions shows that some 
intelligence is required in the choice of annihilation sequence, but the 
performance of a number of other reasonable schemes was rather uniform in 
our experiments. Our numerical results indicate that having a short period is a 
desirable property for annihilation sequence, and that sophisticated balanced 
block designs are probably not worth the considerable effort required to find 
them. Pivoting algorithms perform reasonably well, especially for random 
sparse matrices, but do not lend themselves well to parallel implementation. 
Scheme B, the simple block generalization of Algorithm 1, appears to be a 
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plausible first approach, since it has good performance, requires no difficult 
a priori determination of the annihilation sequence, and lends itself well to 
parallel implementation. 
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